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Development of Common Definitions for Voluntary SC16 Task Group Use

- SC16 saw a determined need for common definitions within SC16 task groups
- Initial focus on COC, COS, SOF
- Group was presented with 15 active SC16 documents
  - 647 different terms
  - 172 different acronyms
- Task group prioritized most used to begin work
- Intent to be a reference for SC16 committees and industry to use when utilizing SC16 documents - (not a universal glossary)
COC - SOF

• Certificate of Conformance
  • Document that certifies, on the date of issuance, that the assembly, part or service is in conformance to the referenced documents on the certificate.
  • NOTE: Refer to the API Standard for specific COC requirements

• Statement of Fact
  • Document that attests, on the date of issuance, the information listed is true
  • NOTE: A statement of fact (SOF) does not fulfill the requirements of a certificate of conformance (COC) or other documentation verifying product design.
Path Forward

- Work Group will pick back up work in Feb
- Begin working on the most used terms
- Members to submit definitions of terms to be considered
- Next meeting: Feb 18, Lone Star College – The Woodlands